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Target group: This survey was
primarily directed at those in
charge of master data, supply chain
managers or specialists from
procurement and logistics.

Swissdamed is a centralised system designed to collect and process
the information on Swiss economic operators and medical devices.

The goal of swissdamed is to increase transparency
and enable the traceability of products troughout
the entire supply chain.

If problems occur, appropriate measures can thus be taken
quickly.

The public and professionals benefit equally from access to
the published information.

Swissmedic allows stakeholders to search for a manufacturer,
system procedure pack producer, authorised representative or
importer.

Swissdamed Survey

Goal: To know the master data
reality in Switzerland in order
to set the right priorities when
developing the product
module.

MF, AR, PR MF, AR, PR

Eudamed XML

Import

IM

exchange platform
(e.g. firstbase)

What is it?

swiss  database on medical devices

The search for UDI-DI and
product data will be
available with Release 2.
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24%
21%

15%

40% Micro-enterprise
(<10 EMP*)

Small 
(10 - 49 EMP*)

Medium-sized
(50 - 249 EMP*)

Large 
(> 250 EMP*)

Company size (n = 451)

17%

29%
26% 28%

Healthcare
facilities

Manufacturers
(incl. systems
and procedure
packs)

CH authorized
representatives

CH importers

Role of companies (n = 451)

Who will upload the foreign manufacturers'
devices to swissdamed? (n = 294)

41%
44%

15%

Both the CH-REP
and the foreign
manufacturer

CH-REP

foreign
manufacturer

How many mandates will you have to
maintain in swissdamed? (n = 275)

33% 35%

18%

1 - 2 

3 - 10

11 - 50

51 - 100

> 100

4%
10%

Good participation and
distribution of actors.

Key findings

Foreign manufacturers
must be authorized to
maintain data (via CH-REP)

Importers know the
UDI-DI

CH-REPs often do not
know which products
have been imported

Manufacturers mostly
register products themselves

GS1 is the largest issuing
agency
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Which issuing agency do you work
with? (n = 197)

84%

10%
4%

GS1

HIBCC

IFA

ICCBBA
2%

As an importer, do you know the
UDI-DI (e.g. GTIN) of the imported
medical devices so that you could
link yourself to the product? (n=207)

      Do you report the import to the
authorized representative in
Switzerland? (n= 172)

Do you delegate the upload /
changes of the medical device
data to a third party? (n = 175)

86% 14%

56% 44%

18% 82%

Participants - company demographics

Responsibil ities

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

 *EMP = employees



Capability

Which connector service provider would you use? (n = 113)

Ranking 1

Which data transmission type can you use (n = 448)  
vs. would you not use (n = 546)?

zu 100%

zu 76 - 99%

zu 51 - 75%

zu 26 - 50%

zu 1 - 25%

zu 0%

Do you plan to use GS1' firstbase
healthcare ("GDSN")? (n = 109)

Performance: proper
dimensioning is crucial.

Third-country status:
there are already a
number of "CH products".

How many UDI-DI will you (want
to) upload to swissdamed at
once? (n = 202)

24%

24%
26%

2%6%

18%

How often do your products in
swissdamed have the same UDI-
DI as those in EUDAMED? (n = 189)

101 - 1'000

1-10

11 - 100

> 100'000

10'001 - 100'000

1'001 - 10'000 58%
21%

7%
6%

5%
3%

49% 51%

Yes

No

44

48

94

23

174

149

112

84

52

110

21

69

Transmission via a connector /
service provider (e.g. GHX,...)

Upload via an interface (REST API)

Bulk upload in xml format (file with
multiple payloads)

Bulk upload in Json format (file
with multiple payloads)

Input via Excel

Input via input mask

When would you be ready to
load product data into
swissdamed? (n = 205)

25% 75%

At the same time as EUDAMED
Earlier than EUDAMED

Disapproval

Bulk upload in Json format (file
with multiple payloads)

Upload via an interface (REST API)

Bulk upload in xml format (file with
several payloads)

Upload data directly from your (ERP)
system (e.g. SAP) to swissdamed

Manual input via the user interface

Download of data from EUDAMED
and then upload to swissdamed

Data maintenance in an Excel sheet
with upload to swissdamed

Which data transmission method would you prefer to upload to swissdamed?
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Company Demographics

Data transmission

41

18

13

GHX

Pagero

Others (without “n.a.”)

Atrify

HBS
9 7 5

2
GSG

ReedTech

2

9

7

18

26

30

3

8

14

6

15

21

Ranking 2 

11 17

Participants were asked to
select and rank mutually
exclusive methods.

Excel as the preferred
solution to upload to
swissdamed.


